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OSAKA/KYOTO/NAGOYA/SHIRAKAWAGO/TAKAYAMA/OKUHIDA/MT.FUJI/TOKYO

- 

Japan is the world's third 

largest economy and one 

of the world's advanced 

countries.

- 日本的四季

风光旖旎，无边风月，每

个人去了必会流连忘返。

Japan's four seasons 

natural charms, everyone 

will linger on.
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OSAKA TOKYO+SHIRAKAWAGO+FREE & EASY
OSAKA/KYOTO/NAGOYA/SHIRAKAWAGO/TAKAYAMA/OKUHIDA/MT.FUJI/TOKYOJOSB

4*Gifu Miyako Hotel or similar
Osaka castle Park / Doton Plaza / Shinsaibashi / Fushimiinari Taisha / 
Thousand Inari Shrines
Osaka castle Park - Is Japan's most famous landmarks, the city 

Japan, a great place to see cherry blossoms in the spring.
Shinsaibashi - Two connected streets, the famous department 
store street, the local food restaurant street, and the night 
street are all concentrated in this site, from clothing to hanging 

Fushimiinari Taisha - Inari Taisha is a Shinto shrine located in 
fushimi district, Kyoto city, Japan. It is the headquarters of over 
40,000 inaba shrines throughout Japan.

OSAKA - KYOTO - NAGOYA B/L/DDAY 2

8D5N

4*Okada Ryokan or similar
Nagoya TV  Tower (Sightseeing by car window) / Shirakawago Gassho 
Village / Takayama Old Town
Nagoya TV Tower - Nagoya TV tower is located in Nagoya city is 
one of the landmarks of Nagoya city center.
Shirakawago Gassho Village - The Gassho style house is unique 
to the special architectural style of the ancient Japanese 
common people, whose roof is made of thatch and shaped like 
a hermitage. This village is listed as a world cultural heritage, 
with different scenery in spring, summer, autumn and winter.
Takayama Old Town - Located in the center of the town, the 
street developed as a commercial town, the three streets of 
the city center were merged and called the old city street.

NAGOYA-SHIRAKAWAGO-TAKAYAMA-OKUHIDA B/L/DDAY 3

Assemble at Kuala Lumpur I -

KUALA LUMPUR    KANSAI AIRPORT - OSAKA MOBDAY 1
4*Granbell Hotel Shinjuku or similar

Oshino Hakkai / Lake Ashi (Cruise) / Hakone Shrine / Shinjuku
Oshino Hakkai -  Oshino Hakkai is between yamanaka lake and 
hekou lake in yamanashi prefecture, Japan, the average water 
temperature is about 13 degrees Celsius, water quality is cool 
and sweet, known as Japan's jiuzhaigou, naino area is designat-

Lake Ashi - 
formed about three thousand years ago and is the largest lake in 
kanagawa prefecture.
Hakone Shrine - Hakone Shrine has a small museum, which 
displays a number of the shrine s treasures. These include five 

HAKONE - LAKE ASHI - TOKYODAY 5 B/L/D

Full Day Free & Easy
Suggest Visit point : Tokyo Disneyland, Tokyo DisneySea, 
Tokyo Skytree, Akihabara Electric Street and so on...

TOKYO + FREE&EASY  DAY 6 B/-/-

4*Granbell Hotel Shinjuku or similar

4*Jiragonno Fuji No Yakata or similar
Daio Wasabi Farm / Lake Suwa (Sightseeing by car window) / Mt. 

Daio Wasabi Farm - It is the largest horseradish garden in 
Japan with a farm area of 15 hectares and a gushing water flow 
of about 120,000 tonnes a day.
Lake Suwa - Lake Suwa is one of the oldest shrines in Japan 

Mt.Fuji - Mt Fuji stands in the west of Tokyo and is one of the 

OKUHIDA + MT. FUJI - HAKONE B/L/DDAY 4

Asakusa / Sensouji temple / Nakamise street / Nakamise street / 
Kaminarimon / Tokyo Skytree / Imperial Palace / Ginza / Oda  iba  
Asakusa - Is the gate of the entrance to the Sensoji Temple in 
Jinlong Mountain. It was burned and rebuilt in 1960. The most 
famous of Asakusa is the huge lantern hanging in front of the 
door, which is 3.9 meters high and weighs 700 kilograms. 
Sensouji Temple - Asakusa temple is the most ancient temple in 
Tokyo. The gate of the temple is called thunder gate. Its official 
name is wind thor gate.
Tokyo Skytree - The sky tower in Tokyo was built to reduce the 
transmission barrier caused by the high-rise buildings in the 

television services in Japan on 24 July 2011, a tower with a height 
of 600 m is required to replace the Tokyo tower (333 m) as a DTT 

Imperial Palace - Most of the imperial court is closed to the 
public. Only the imperial court in the east is open to visitors. A 
visit to the imperial court is usually a visit to the outer part of the 
imperial court.

TOKYO    KUALA LUMPUR B/L/DDAY 7

Arrive in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

KUALA LUMPUR MOBDAY 8



street developed as a commercial 

center were merged and called 

Asakusa temple is the most ancient 

general town of kanto guarding hakone power 
is now referred to as hakone right now or 

hakone shrine spread many valuable cultural 

“Good Street” is not a restaurant street in 

The sky tower in Tokyo is designed to 

barriers caused by the high-rise buildings 
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Special upgrade clean with 
Comfortable Okada Ryokan 
and Jiragonno Fuji No 
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- ShabuShabu
- Ramen
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